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Abstract

Microarray technology is a new biotechnology, which allows the monitoring of expression levels for thousands of genes simultaneously. Image processing is an important aspect of microarray experiments, which will influence accuracy of subsequent analyses such as clustering or the identification of differentially expressed genes. To obtain meaningful information from the massive microarray images, it is needed to develop an algorithm, which can measure the expression levels of each gene. The process of identifying the spots, separating the foreground from the background and estimating the background intensity are known as gridding, segmentation, and background estimation.

This thesis presents one fully automatic gridding method based on low pass filter in the Fourier domain followed by threshold techniques. Segmentation techniques are explored; they are watershed operator and edge detector operator followed by seeded region grows. Comparing advantages and disadvantages of these two segmentation methods chooses watershed. Six background estimation methods are designed and implemented. Comparison of those background estimate methods is performed based on the results of each method.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The discovery of microarray technology in 1995 has opened new avenues for investigating gene expressions and introduced new information problems \[1\]. Researchers have developed several tools for processing microarray image data, such as SPOT, QUANTARRAY and GENEPIX with the objective to extract biological meaningful information and conclusions.

The analysis of DNA microarray data consists of several steps \[2\] that can significantly deteriorate the quality of gene expression in formation, and hence decrease our confidence in any derived research results. Thus, microarray data processing steps become critical for performing optimal microarray data analysis and deriving meaningful biological information from microarray images.

Major work has been presented in the domain of microarray image analysis. Roberto Hirata JR et al.[3] introduces a technique using morphological operators to perform automatic gridding procedures for subgrids and spots. Buhler et al.[4] describes a semi-automatic system which mainly focuses on the problem of finding individual spot with high accuracy. Jain et al[5] describes a system for microarray gridding and quantitative analysis that imposes different kinds of restrictions on the print layout. This method requires the rows and columns of all grids to be strictly aligned. For image segmentation, seeded region growing (SRG) algorithm, first introduced by Adams and Bischof \[6\] is adopted by researchers to segment microarray images. The software SPOT uses this segmentation technique. Jesus Angulo and Jean Serra \[7\] present Morphological segmentation by watershed transformation based on image operators derived from mathematical morphology.

However, although more and more scientists are using existing techniques to process microarray images, no universal consensus exists on how to design and analyze an experiment. There are always limitations for almost every developed algorithm. So it is worth doing further investigation on microarray image analysis. This thesis intends to improve techniques used in the current microarray image analysis procedure.

1.2 Identification of the Problems
The ideal microarray image has the following properties:
A perfect image should only reflect measures of the fluorescence intensities for the dye of interest \[15\],
- All the subgrids are of the same size;
- The spacing between subgrids is regular;
- The location of the spots is centered on the intersections of the lines of the subgrid;
• The size and shape of the spots are perfectly circular and it is the same for all the spots;
• The location of the grid is fixed in images for a given type of slides;
• No dust or contamination is on the slide;
• There is minimal and uniform background intensity across the image.

However, in the real world, almost no real microarray image meets all the above criteria. In fact, there are frequently observed variations on the spot position, irregularities on the spot shape and size, contamination such as undesired signals like photon noise, electronic noise, background fluorescence and global problem that affect spots. For detailed noise factor analysis, refer to Yoganand et al. [18]. This makes image processing more challenging. Many algorithms and a lot of software exist for processing and analyzing microarray images. However, the existing software and algorithms for processing different microarray images exhibit all kinds of limitations. This thesis attempts to search for a universal technique, which is applicable to as many classes of images as possible.

The analysis of DNA microarray gene expression data involves two main areas [8]:
1. Image quantization
2. Data analysis

Image quantization can be divided into four main steps:
• Addressing or Gridding assigns coordinates to each spot in the image.

• Segmentation classifies pixels either as foreground—that is, as corresponding to a spot of interest, or as background.

• Background correction and estimation estimate background value to reduce bias of data.

• Information extraction includes calculating, for each spot on the array, red and green foreground fluorescence intensity pairs, background intensities, and related quality measures.

The overall flowchart of a whole microarray experiment is shown in Figure 1-1.

Many gridding algorithms developed so far still require users to locate spots, flag artifacts or reject faulty spots. Some existing software such as Spot, claims semi-automated or automated gridding but still requires intensive human intervention. The gridding technique used in this thesis is has not previously published (as far as we know). But this method yields high level of automation with high accuracy. We undertake in this thesis the implementation of automatic gridding technique without human intervention.

Segmentation is the second goal to achieve. Our primary concern is to identify a reliable measure with less user intervention. Two segmentation techniques are described in detail below.
A subsequent step is background estimation and correction. In a microarray experiment, the difference in expression between genes on the same slide is up to $10^3$ fold or more. At low expression, even a small error in the estimate will have great influence on the final results. In addition to the true spot intensity, the signal consists of different kinds of background noise. Thus in order to calculate true spot intensity, background signal intensity must be estimated and corrected in the calculation. It is proven that background estimation and correction has rather greater impact on the correctness of the true signal than segmentation methods. The goal of background correction is to reduce both bias and variance of the signal.

The last step is to extract all kinds of data in order to supply sufficient information for the data analysis phase. Data extraction implies estimation of the ratio of signal to the background intensity. Experiments show that sometimes negative values will be generated by several incorrect processing steps such as segmentation, and background correction. So in the data extraction step,

---

**Figure 1-1 Procedure of Microarray Experiment**
normalization strategies are necessary to ensure the correct results and global normalization is applied in this thesis.

1.3 Summary of Results
This study examines techniques for each step of the Microarray image analysis with focus on the background correction and estimation methods. One novel gridding method based on low pass filter for finding grid lines in Fourier domain is developed. This method was tested on eight different microarray images and gives correct results for eight images without any user intervention.

This study examines two segmentation methods: Watershed transformation and Canny Edge detector combined with Seeded region grow. Our implementation of Watershed transformation yields acceptable results for the experiment and doesn’t require user efforts. Canny edge detector yields quite interesting results compared to watershed segmentation. The circularity for each spot using canny edge detector is higher than that of watershed. Second advantage is that the canny edge detector saves computation cost. Furthermore, the number of missing spots would be considerably lower than that of watershed method by choosing the correct parameters. However, one serious problem remains for canny edge detector. It requires great user efforts to find optimal threshold values for the canny edge detector on subgrid-based. So in the end, I chose watershed as segmentation method.

This study implements six different background correction methods and they are constant background correction, four-valley background correction, median filter background correction, opening background correction, Dilation-erosion-dilation background correction and quantile filter background correction. Quantile filter turns out to be the best choice in reducing bias and variance of background estimates among five different background correction methods.

In the end, different data is extracted from the image and is analyzed.

1.4 Organization
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. After introducing some biological and image processing basics in chapter 2, in chapter 3, automatic gridding techniques are presented and compared. In chapter 4, we implemented the watershed transformation segmentation and explored the canny edge detector. Background estimation and correction methods are introduced in Chapter 5. In chapter 6, data extraction and analysis is discussed. In chapter 7, we summarize our conclusion and we discuss possible future direction and improvements.
2. Microarray and Image processing background

This chapter introduces biological concepts involved in microarray experiments to understand this thesis in section 2.1, Microarray images in section 2.2, and image processing techniques that are used in section 2.3.

2.1 Biological Background

All living organisms consist of cells, which contain nucleic acids and proteins. Primary biological processes can be viewed as information transfer processes. The information necessary for the functioning of cells is encoded in molecular units called genes. Messages are formed from genes. Messages contain instructions for creation of functional structures called proteins.

This section reviews the basic information on proteins and nucleic acids and presents the fundamental mechanisms of cellular function.

**DNA**

DNA is composed of four basic molecules called nucleotides, which are identical except that each contains a different nitrogen base. Each nucleotide contains phosphate, sugar, and one of the four bases: Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, and Thymine (Usually denoted A, G, C, T). The structure of DNA is described as a double helix.

**Protein**

Proteins are chains of smaller molecules, called amino acids joined by peptide bonds. The production of energy, the biosynthesis of all component macromolecules, the maintenance of molecular architecture, and the ability to respond to intracellular and extracellular stimuli, are all protein dependent.

**The Central Dogma**

The expression of the genetic information stored in DNA involves the translation of a linear sequence of nucleotides into a co-linear sequence of amino acids in proteins. The flow is shown in Figure 2-1:
The mechanism of living cells consists of four transformations monitoring the flow of information. The transformation from:

- DNA to RNA is called **transcription**.
- RNA to DNA is called **Reverse Transcription**.
- RNA to Protein is called **Translation**.
- DNA to DNA is called **Replication**.

### 2.2 Principal of a cDNA Microarray Experiment

The biological background explained in the previous section is the key element involved in microarray technology. In this section, we describe the motivation and the process of a microarray experiment.

**Motivation**

The knowledge of gene expression has applications ranging from basic research to applications such as diagnosing, staging and finding treatments of diseases. Traditional methods in molecular biology generally work on one gene in one experiment’ basis, which means that the throughput is very limited and scientists can only be able to conduct such genetic analysis on a few genes at a time. Microarray technology makes it possible to measure the expression level of thousands of genes in a biological sample rapidly and efficiently on the slides. DNA microarray has attracted tremendous interests among individual genes.

**Process of a cDNA Microarray Experiment**

The process of a microarray experiment starts with the biologist’s hypotheses and selection a set of genes of interest, called target genes. DNA microarray is comprised of a library of genes, immobilized in a grid on a glass microscope slide called print-tip. Each unique spot on the print-tip contains a DNA sequence called control gene, derived from a specific gene that will bind to the mRNA produced by the treatment gene. This process is shown in figure 2-2.

The printing is made by an arrayer.
There are six steps for creating a microarray image. First, two samples are taken from a living organism. Then cDNA from two samples is extracted. In the third step, cDNA is labeled with different fluorescence dyes. Fourth, two labeled samples are hybridized to a print-tip. The fifth step is to put control gene on target gene on the print-tip. Finally, scan the print-tip with two different wavelengths to produce two images from red and green channel using microscope.

**Microarray image**

A typical microarray is showed in figure 2-3. Microarray image is composed of a matrix of equally spaced blocks called subgrid, each of which consists of the same number of rows and columns of spots. The spots in a subgrid are arranged in a relative uniform spacing with each other. They have a roughly circular shape.

2.3 Image Processing Background

This section introduces some important image processing techniques involved in microarray image analysis to help readers understand this thesis.
2.3.1 Morphological operators and mathematic foundation

Dilation and erosion are two basic operators, which are used to develop other morphological operators such as opening, closing and top-hat. In this subsection, we provide some definitions and properties for morphological approaches, which will be used in chapter 3- gridding method and chapter 5-background correction method. Other morphological operators will be introduced when necessary in subsequent chapters.

Let $Z$ be the set of integers; the origin of $Z^2$ is denoted $O = (0,0)$. Let $E$ be a non-empty and finite rectangle of $Z^2$. A subset $B$ of $E$ is called structuring element. A function $f$ from $E$ to $K$, $f \in K^E$, represents a grayscale image. A pixel is an element of $E$, for instance, a $p \in E$ is a point in an image $f$ and its gray level is $f(p)$. 

Figure 2-3 Microarray Image Sample
The dilation and erosion of a function \( f \) by a structuring element \( B \) are, respectively, the functions \( \sigma_B(f) \) and \( \varepsilon_B(f) \) in \( K^E \) given by, for any \( x \in E \),

\[
\sigma_B(f)(x) = \max \{ f(y) : y \in B \cap E \}
\]

and

\[
\varepsilon_B(f)(x) = \min \{ f(y) : y \in B \cap E \} \tag{2-1}
\]

The operators opening and closing are denoted by \( \gamma_B \) and \( \phi_B \) from \( K^E \) to \( K^E \), given by \( \gamma_B = \delta \varepsilon_B \) and \( \phi_B = \varepsilon \delta_B \), are called, respectively, **morphological opening** and **morphological closing** by the structuring element \( B \).

Let \( I \) be the identity operator. The operator \( I \gamma_B \) is called **opening top-hat** by structuring element \( B \).

Given a gray-scale image \( f : E \to K \), the **horizontal projection profile** of \( f \), denoted by \( P_h(f) \)

\[
P_h(f)(0,k) = \sum_{p \in E \cap y=k} f(p) \tag{2-2}
\]

We define the **vertical projection profile** of \( f \), denoted by \( P_v(f) \), as the function from \( E_y = 0 \) to \( Z \) such that, for any \( (k,0) \in E_y = 0 \),

\[
P_v(f)(0,k) = \sum_{p \in E \cap x=k} f(p) \tag{2-3}
\]

A regional minimum (resp., regional maximum) \( M \subset E \) of a function \( f \in K^E \) is a connected component with a given value \( f(p) = h \), \( \forall p \in M \), such that every point in the neighborhood of \( M \) has a strictly higher (resp., lower) value.

### 2.3.2 Frequency filter

This section will introduce frequency filter in **Fourier domain**, which will be used as a gridding technique in chapter three. **Frequency filters** process an image in frequency domain. The image is transformed using **Fourier transformation**, and then reverse transformed into real domain.

**Fourier Transformation**

The basic idea of **Fourier transformation** is to decompose an image into its sine and cosine components. The output of the transformation represents the image in the **Fourier or Frequency domain**. In Fourier space, each point in the image represents a particular frequency contained in the real domain image.

As we are only concerned with digital images in, we will restrict this discussion to the **Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)**.

The **DFT** is the sampled Fourier Transform and doesn’t contain all frequencies of an image, but only a set of samples, which is large enough to describe the real domain image. The number of frequencies corresponds to the number of pixels in the real domain image. For example, for an image with size \( N \times N \), the two-dimensional DFT is given by:
\[ F(k,l) = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} f(i,j) e^{-i2\pi \frac{k}{N} \frac{j}{N}} \] \hspace{1cm} (2-4)

Where \( f(i,j) \) is the image in the real space and the exponential term is the basis function corresponding to each point \( F(k,l) \) in the Fourier space. The equation (2-4) can be interpreted as: the value of each point \( F(k,l) \) is obtained by multiplying the real image with the corresponding base function and summing the result.

The basis functions are sine and cosine waves with increasing frequencies, i.e. \( F(0,0) \) represents the DC-component of the image, which corresponds to the average brightness and \( F(N-1,N-1) \) represents the highest frequency.

In a similar way, the Fourier image can be reverse transformed to the real domain. The inverse Fourier transform is given by:

\[ f(i,j) = \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} F(k,l) e^{i2\pi \frac{k}{N} \frac{j}{N}} \] \hspace{1cm} (2-5)

**Low pass filter**

Low pass filter is a special type of frequency filter. The filter is based on Fourier transform. The operator takes an image and a filter function in the Fourier domain. This input image is then multiplied with the filter function in a pixel-by-pixel fashion:

\[ G(k,l) = F(k,l)H(k,l) \] \hspace{1cm} (2-6)

Where \( F(k,l) \) is the input image in Fourier domain as explained above, \( H(k,l) \) is the filter function and \( G(k,l) \) is the output of the filter.

The form of filter functions determines basically three different kinds of filters: low pass filter, high pass filter and band pass filter. In this study, we use the low pass filter techniques to do gridding.

Low pass filter suppresses all frequencies higher than the cut-off frequency \( D_0 \) and leaves smaller frequencies unchanged:

\[ H(k,l) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \sqrt{k^2 + l^2} < D_0 \\
0, & \text{if } \sqrt{k^2 + l^2} > D_0 
\end{cases} \] \hspace{1cm} (2-7)

In most implementations, \( D_0 \) is given as a fraction of the highest frequency represented in the Fourier domain image.
2.3.3 Watershed Segmentation

In our proposed method in chapter four, watershed transformation yields the extracted spot information of microarray images. Watershed starts with the gradient of the image to be segmented. Intensity edges in the gradient image generally have high gradient values which appear as watershed lines, while the interior of each region, in this case spot, usually has a low gradient value which is considered as a catchment basin on the 3-D surface [9].

There are several ways to compute gradient images and they are Sobel operator, Prewitt operators and morphological gradient image.

Consider an image \( f \)-the result gradient image using one of the methods above, as a topographic surface and define the catchment basin of \( f \) and the watershed lines by means of a flooding process [10]. Imaging that we consider each minimum \( M_i(f) \) of the topographic surface \( S \), we plunge this surface into a lake with a constant vertical speed. The water entering through the holes floods the surface \( S \). During this process, two or more floods coming from different minima may merge. We want to avoid this merge and build a dam on the points of the surface \( S \) where floods would merge. These dams define the watershed function \( f \). They separate the various catchment basins \( CB_i(f) \), each one containing one and only one minimum \( M_i(f) \).

There are two important steps when performing watershed transformation. One is how to calculate gradient image from the input image to avoid problems such as over segmentation. Another is how to select minima or seed from each catchments basin. I will discuss these two aspects in the later implementation. This will be introduced in details in chapter four.

2.3.4 Canny Edge Detector

Most image segmentation approaches can be placed in one of five categories: clustering or threshold-based methods, boundary detection methods, region growing methods, shape-based methods and hybrid methods [11]. Boundary detection or edge-based methods focus on contour detection. The image is segmented based on spatial discontinuity or edge finding. This method is implemented as the convolution of mathematical gradient operators, or template matching operators, that use multiple templates at different orientations of the image. Sobel, Prewitt, Canny and Laplacian operators are examples of edge detection operators.

In this study, canny edge detector is used as one of segmentation methods in this study. In the following, here is how the canny edge operator works.

The canny edge detector takes gray image as input. First, it involves smoothing the image by convolving with a Gaussian filter.
Gauss filter: \[ G(x, y) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma^2}} \] (2-8)

Finding the gradient of the image by feeding the smoothed image to a convolution operation with the derivative of the Gaussian in both vertical and horizontal directions in order to highlight regions of the image with high first spatial derivatives- edges in this case follows this. The convolution operation is described in the following equation 2-9.

\[ I'(x, y) = g(k, l) \otimes I(x, y) = \sum_{k=-N}^{N} \sum_{l=-N}^{N} g(k, l)I(x-k, y-l) \] (2-9)

Where: \( g(k, l) = \) convolution kernel
\( I(x, y) = \) Original image
\( I'(x, y) = \) Filtered image
\( 2N+1 = \) size of convolution kernel

Instead of using a single threshold value for images, the Canny algorithm introduced hysteretic threshold, which is adaptable to the local content of the image \[12\]. There are two threshold levels, \( T_h \), high threshold and \( T_l \), low threshold where \( T_h > T_l \). Pixels with gradient values from convolved image above \( T_h \) value are immediately classified as edges and otherwise set to zeros all pixels that don’t meet this criteria, a process known as non-maximal suppression. The algorithm track the edge contour, using two thresholds: \( T_h \) and \( T_l \). Neighboring pixels of edge contour pixels with gradient magnitude values less than \( T_h \), will still be classified as edges as long as their gradient magnitude values are above \( T_l \). Tracking will then continues in both direction out from that point until the gradient magnitude value falls below \( T_l \). This process alleviates problems associated with broken edges by identifying strong edges first and preserving the relevant weak edges, in addition to maintaining some level of noise suppression.

However, the performance of the Canny edge detector largely depends on the adjustable parameters \( \sigma \), which is the standard deviation that controls the size of the Gaussian filter, and the threshold values \( T_h \) and \( T_l \). The bigger \( \sigma \) is, the larger the size of the Gaussian filter becomes, which introduces more blurring to the image, necessary for noisy image. However, the larger the \( \sigma \), the less accurate is the edge localization. Smaller \( \sigma \) will also limits the blurring effect, maintaining finer edges in the image, which will introduce more noise in the image. The lower \( T_h \) is, the more noise – faulty edges will be introduced in the images. Higher \( T_h \) will exclude true edges. The same applies for the \( T_l \).
3. Gridding

A fundamental step of Microarray image analysis is the detection of the grid structure for the accurate location of each spot, representing the state of a given gene in a particular experimental condition. This step is known as gridding. In this chapter, we will give a brief overview about current gridding techniques and then, we will propose our gridding method.

3.1 Estimate Spot size

There will be several steps ahead, which should be performed to ensure high success rate of gridding result such as removing noise in the image. Morphology operators are applied to remove noise in the image with proper structuring element size, which is highly correlated with the size of each spot. Estimating the average spot size is the first step.

The average spot size of microarray image is obtained by applying morphological operator, erosion with increasing circular structuring element with radius from 1 to 20 pixels. Intensity values of whole image are summed up iteratively after applying erosion with increasing structuring element. The difference between two sums of intensity value with sequential number of structuring element size is calculated. The structuring element size, where corresponding difference of two sums calculated above is maximal, is taken as the average size of all spots. In Figure 3-1, after structuring element size five (x is approximately equal to five), the different between two adjacent sums remain roughly a constant value. Thus five is taken as the average radius of all spots on the slide.

![Figure 3-1 Estimate Spot Size](image)
3.2 Preprocess

The input to the image analysis procedure is a critical element to the results. Thus before performing subsequent image analysis such as gridding and segmentation, we need to preprocess the input image.

3.2.1 Forming a combined image

The images being used by the image analysis procedure consists of a pair of unsigned 16-bit images, which are stored in TIFF format files. We name these images “R” and “G” for red and green images, with R corresponding to the dye Cy5 and G to Cy3. Both the gridding and segmentation stages require a single image due to computational cost. This image should not be dominated by either of the two inputs. In other words, R and G images should contribute equally in the combined image. The following processing is used to produce a 16-bit combined image, RG and achieve these aims.

Form an combined image:

1. Median values are computed:
   \[ m_r = median(R); m_g = median(G); \]
2. An initial combination is computed as:
   \[ G + \frac{m_g}{m_r} \cdot R \]
3. Finally half of the value computed above is taken as combined image

Subsequent image analysis procedures such as gridding and segmentation use this combined image as input image.

3.2.2 Preprocessing

Preprocessing of combined image is necessary to gridding to ensure good result. Typically, a microarray image takes into account many disturbing factors such as spot morphology, signal strength, background fluorescent noise, and shape and surface degradation \cite{18}. Noise factors \cite{18} and their interactions will significantly deteriorate the ability to accurately detect true gene-expression signal. Thus, it’s necessary to understand the noise factors and find a solution to remove noise. There is detailed information about noise factors in \cite{18}. 
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The whole process of removing noise is shown in Figure 3-2. First erosion operator with structuring element larger than two times of the average spot size is applied to remove foreground spots. Then apply image reconstruction to the result background. An image with less noise is obtained by subtracting result background from original image. This is mainly to remove large flare noise. After that, opening operator with structuring element smaller than spot size is applied to remove small spikes in the image. Apply image reconstruct again to the result image.

Figure 3-3 shows original noisy image before performing noise reduction. Figure 3-4 is the cleared image after performing noise removal steps introduced above. You can see clearly how noise removal makes the subsequent step- *Gridding* easy.
Figure 3-3 Image before removing noise

Figure 3-4 Image after removing noise
3.3 Gridding

3.3.1 Gridding technique overview

This section will introduce existing gridding methods. Grid alignment techniques can be viewed in terms of automation as manual, semiautomatic, and fully automated \([\text{17]}\).

**Manual grid alignment methods**

A user specifies dimension of a grid template and a radius of each spot to form a template. Computer user interfaces are available for adjusting the predefined grid template to match the microarray spot layout. The advantage of this method is that one could possibly obtain ‘perfect’ grid alignment by providing human computer interface software tools that are built for adjusting shape and location of each spot individually. However, disadvantage of this method is obvious. This approach for grid alignment is not only very time consuming and tedious, but also almost impossible to repeat or use for high-throughput microarray image analysis. So efficiency and full automation are the goals for grid alignment.

**Semiautomatic grid alignment methods**

This approach can perform grid alignment by computer and also allows user to intervene in order to achieve correctness of gridding result. The benefits of semiautomatic grid alignment method include reduction of human labor and time. Nevertheless these methods might not suffice to meet requirements of high throughput of microarray image processing.

**Fully automated grid alignment methods**

These approaches should reliably identify all spots without any human intervention based on one-time human setup. Most of the times, the challenging of designing fully automated grid methods is to identify all parameters that represent prior knowledge and quantify constraints for those parameters. Typically these methods are data-driven.

Roberto Hirata JR \([\text{3]}\) introduces morphological operator in gridding. Michele Ceccarelli \([\text{13]}\) developed a deformable grid matching which generates a grid hypothesis based on Radon Transformation and accounts for local grid deformations. Guiliano Antonio \([\text{16]}\) reports an approach based on Markov Radon field for the automatic gridding. These approaches are all claimed to be fully automatic approach.
In this thesis, a novel gridding method was developed, which is fully automated.

3.3.2 Our Gridding Approach

In this section, we will propose a novel gridding method based on Fourier domain. We use subgrid gridding to differentiate with spot gridding because spot gridding uses different method.

Subgrid gridding

Figure 3-5 shows the main framework of subgrid gridding.

![Diagram of Subgrid Gridding]

Figure 3-5 Main Framework of Subgrid Gridding
Subgrid Gridding Steps:

1. Gauss filter with $\sigma = 4$ is applied to blur image, which is used to eliminate regional minima (refer to chapter 2-section 2.3.2) of projection profile between spots.
2. Sum up the intensities across pixels in each row and each column to get row and column profile separately.
3. Transform row and column profile to frequency domain (Apply Fourier transformation to row and column profile).
4. Apply low pass filter in frequency domain with cut-off frequency $= 2/3$ (Refer to equation 2-6 and 2-7).
5. Apply inverse Fourier to transform image back to spatial domain. The profile in y direction is shown in Figure 3-6. The red curve is the profile after low pass filter and the blue curve is original profile.
6. Subtract result profile from original profile, and result is denoted by $diff(i)$, where $i$ is coordinate.
7. Calculate average value of $diff(i)$, denoted by thresh1.
8. Apply first threshold to the profile. Assign pixels with $diff(i) < 1.4 * thresh1$ with the minimum intensity value in the original profile. The effect of this threshold is to retain minima of original profile in the resulting profile. The profile is shown in Figure 3-7. The regional minima in blue curve in the Figure 3-7 are replaced by regional minima in red curve.
9. Apply second threshold to the profile. Assign pixels with $diff > thresh2$ with the maximum intensity in the original profile. The effect of this threshold is to retain maxima of original profile in the resulting profile. The profile is shown in Figure 3-8. The regional maxima are replaced by one intensity value, the maximum intensity value in the original profile.
10. Apply dilation to close small valleys to exclude regional minima between spots.
11. Apply third threshold with threshold value $thresh2 = 0.3 * max_y$, max_y is the maximum value in the current profile. Assign pixels with intensity value less than thresh2 with zero and the rest with maximum intensity value in the profile. The profile is shown in Figure 3-9.
12. Find gridlines where intensity value = 0
13. Apply Grid Refine algorithm introduced by Yu Luo [15].
Figure 3-6 Original Profile & Profile after Low pass filter

Figure 3-7 Profile after applying first threshold
The following block shows the grid refine algorithm.
Real Refine_Grid(P)
1. \( R_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \) average distance between adjacent cells on \( P \)
2. \textbf{repeat}
3. \( R \leftarrow R_{\text{new}} \)
4. \( P' \leftarrow P \)
5. \textbf{repeat}
6. \( d \leftarrow \) distance between a pair of adjacent lines
7. \textbf{if} \( d > \alpha R \) \textbf{then} remove a line from \( P' \)
8. \textbf{if} \( d > \alpha R \) \textbf{then} add a line to \( P' \)
9. \textbf{until} all lines have been considered
10. \( R_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \) average distance between adjacent cells on \( P' \)
11. \textbf{until} \( |R_{\text{new}} - R| \leq \gamma R \)
12. \textbf{return} \( R \)

Figure 3-10 shows the gridding result. This gridding method was tested on eight different microarray images and all yield correct results.

![Figure 3-10 Gridding result of Subgrids](image)

**Spots Gridding**

Spot gridding is much easier than subgrid gridding. The Figure 3-11 shows basically the main framework of spot gridding.
First, apply top-hat morphological filter to subgrid to remove noise that will affect accurate gridding. The image after top-hat is shown in Figure 3-12. Clearing noise from subgrid border is to precisely find the first and last spot lines, which are highly unreliable due to noise. Spot Refine algorithm is the same as grid refine algorithm introduced above. The gridding result is shown in Figure 3-12.
This gridding method is a novel method, which is not documented in any proceedings. Image is transformed into Fourier domain to apply low pass filter. After transforming image back to spatial domain, it explores characteristics between original profile and resulting profile and several threshold techniques are used according to these characteristics. This novel method was tested on several microarray images and proven to yield results with high success rate and throughput. Furthermore, this method probably leaves space to develop different threshold techniques to yield even better results.
4. Foreground separation

Following outcome from chapter three-gridding, a spot location is a rectangular image enclosing one spot, denoted by a grid cell. The subsequent task is to classify pixels that belong to foreground, denoted by spot signal and background. Usually some scientific papers refer to this task as segmentation. In this thesis, we name it foreground separation because it involves image segmentation and another foreground separation technique clustering.

In this chapter, after giving an overview of foreground separation methods, we will discuss about techniques used in our research to separate foreground.

4.1 Foreground separation overview

The term image segmentation refers to the problem of partitioning an image into spatially contiguous regions with similar properties, e.g. intensity, color, while the term image clustering is associated with grouping together set of pixels with similar properties not necessarily spatial connected. Based on this concept, foreground separation methods can be roughly categorized into the following: (1) spatial template, (2) intensity-based clustering, (3) intensity-based segmentation, (4) spatial and intensity information.\[17\]

Spatial template

This foreground separation method consists of two concentric circles, where the pixels inside the smaller circle are labeled as foreground and the pixels outside of the larger circle are labeled as background (see Figure 4-1). All pixels between two concentric circles are considered as unreliable pixels, which will not be used in calculation later. Apparently, this technique ignores the fact that spots have varying radius, irregular shapes beside circle, and offsets from the grid cell center. Thus, spatial template technique will yield poor foreground separation, which will lead to increased background level and distorted signal-to-background ration. ScanAlyze software uses this technique. A quantitative comparison of the results obtained from circular spots and segmented spots can be found in \[5\].

Figure 4-1 Illustration of separation using spatial concentric circular templates
Foreground separation using intensity-based clustering

This type of technique uses image threshold techniques, which choose a threshold intensity value and assign the signal label to all pixels that are above the threshold value (or below). The threshold value can be chosen by computing the expected percentage of foreground pixels inside a grid cell based on the knowledge about image resolution and spot radius. Several clustering approaches use this intensity-based technique, such as K-mean or K-medoids.

The main advantage of this method is simplicity. However, there is a major disadvantage of this technique. It ignores large difference of intensity values within a spot. Thus this technique will fail in classifying pixels accurately as foreground or background pixels. The resulting foreground pixels (spot signal) might not be connected with each other. The resulting foreground mask using this technique probably excludes pixels, which belong to foreground due to their low intensity values, and includes pixels with high intensity values, which belong to background.

Foreground separation using intensity-based segmentation

Seeded region growing and watershed segmentation fall into this category. Seeded region growing (SRG) starts a set of input pixels called seeds. SRG group’s pixels with similar intensities with the seeds to form a set of contiguous pixels, called region until all pixels have been assigned to one of the regions grown from the initial seeds. In case of Microarray images, the foreground seeds can be chosen either as the center of a grid cell or as the pixel having maximum intensity value inside a grid cell. Similarly the background seed could be selected either as four sides of a grid cell or the pixel with minimum intensity value inside a grid cell. Software SPOT uses this segmentation technique.

Besides difference mentioned in this section, another main difference of segmentation approach with clustering is that it exclude dark pixels from the foreground assuming that they are surrounded by a connected set of pixels. In contrary, the clustering approach will include pixels belonging to the background to the foreground cluster. Another issue to consider is that choosing the most appropriate seeds introduce difficulty to this approach. But in the case of Microarray image, it is much easier to choose seeds as we discussed above.

Foreground separation using spatial and intensity information

This technique is hybrid method, which consist of segmentation or clustering image partitions, spatial template image partitions, statistical testing, and foreground/background trimming.

Mann-whitney statistical testing and spatial and intensity trimming belongs to this technique.
4.2 Edge based method
According to pros and cons of different separation methods introduced in previous section, watershed segmentation is chosen for our implementation. Alternative segmentation method- canny edge detection is briefly explored to provide reference for further investigation on segmentation methods.

Edge detection is a basic technique used in most image processing applications to obtain information from frames as precursor step to feature extraction and object segmentation. This process detects boundaries between objects and background in the image. The basic edge-detection operator is a gradient operation such as Roberts, Prewitt, and Sobel operators. Refer to section 2.3.4 for detailed information.

Before applying canny edge detection algorithm, preprocessing is necessary. Figure 4-2 shows segmentation result without applying preprocessing. You can see from the image that noise dramatically affects precise edge location.

![Figure 4-2 Canny Edge Detector Results without Preprocessing](image)

In the following, here are the steps of preprocessing:
Preprocessing for Canny edge detector:

1. Clear noise on the image border.
2. Fill holes in the spot to exclude false edges inside spot.
3. Reconstruct the image.
4. Apply morphological operator “erosion” with circular structuring element to remove small bright dot with circle diameter less than three.
5. Reconstruct the image.
6. Apply canny edge detector with two threshold values: 0.453 and 0.931.

Figure 4-3 shows the result of canny edge detector with preprocessing applied. As you can see from this figure, the segmentation result is quite good.

![Figure 4-3 Canny Edge Detector Results after Preprocessing](image)

4.3 Watershed Segmentation

Watershed transformation is a powerful tool for image segmentation. However, the effectiveness of the watershed segmentation method is limited by the quality of the gradient image used in the methods. Over-segmentation is a typical problem.

In the following two subsections, conventional approach of watershed segmentation is introduced and disadvantages are analyzed first. Then a modified algorithm of watershed segmentation is proposed for eliminating irrelevant minima in the resulting gradient image.$^{[9]}$

4.3.1 The multi-scale gradient algorithm

*Conventional Approach*
A conventional gradient operator, such as the first partial derivative of Gaussian filter and morphological gradient operators produces too many local minima because of noise within homogeneous regions. Each minimum of the gradient introduces a catchments basin within the watershed transformation, which results in overssegmentation problem, e.g. a homogeneous region may be partitioned into a large number of regions and proper edges are lost in a multitude of false ones. One approach to deal with this problem is to threshold the gradient.

However, conventional gradient operators produce low gradient values at blurred edges, even though the intensity change between the two sides of an edge may be high. Thresholding cannot eliminate the local minima caused by noise and quantization error while preserving those produced by blurred edges. Another solution for this problem is to extract markers and impose them on the gradient image, which may require prior knowledge about objects and background to be segmented. After watershed segmentation, region merging is usually performed to further remove false contours [20]. This process may be computationally expensive than watershed transformation because too many catchments basins have to be merged, which greatly decreases the speed of the entire segmentation method.

**Proposed Approach**

In this thesis, we propose a multi-scale gradient algorithm based on morphological operator for watershed-based image segmentation [9]. This algorithm efficiently enhances blurred edges while being very robust to multi-edge interactions. This increases the gradient value for blurred edges above those caused by noise and quantization error. We present an algorithm to eliminate the local minima produced by noise and quantization error.

The morphological gradient operators can be described as

\[ G(f) = (f \oplus B) - (f \ominus B) \]  

Where \( \oplus \) and \( \ominus \) denote dilation and erosion [21]. Its performance depends on the size of structuring element \( B \). Usually large structuring element results in serious interaction among edges which may lead to gradient maxima not coinciding with edges, called over segmentation. However, if it is too small, this gradient operator produces a low output values for edges, called under segmentation. Proper choice of structuring element is crucial for the performance of watershed segmentation.

In order to avoid both over-segmentation and under-segmentation problems caused by the size of structuring element, a multi-scale morphological gradient algorithm was proposed [9]. In the following, here is how multi-scale algorithm works.

Let structuring element \( B_i \), \( 0 < i \leq \frac{\text{spotsize}}{2} \), denote a group of circular structuring elements. The size of \( B_i \) is circular disk with radius \( i \), i.e. \( B_0 \) is a circle with radius 1 and \( B_1 \) is a circle with radius 2 until \( B_i \) reaches \( \frac{\text{spotsize}}{2} \). The multi-scale gradient is defined by
This operation -equation 4-2 produces spot edges with the width of two pixels. In practice the outcome is more robust to noise due to the averaging operation used in the algorithm. The location of gradient maxima-edge in this case is not disturbed by the presence of other edges.

4.3.2 Preprocessing

There are two images, red and green scanned at different wavelength. Watershed segmentation is computation expensive algorithm. So it is not recommended to segmentation both images at the mean time. In order to keep information from both channels, there are two approaches to form an image as an input to segmentation. The first one is always taking the larger intensity values from two images at the same position to form an image. However, this approach will introduce more noise into the combined image, which makes preprocessing much harder. Furthermore, this image should not be dominated by either of the two images—that is raw images $R$ and $G$ should contribute equally in the combination.

$$MG(f) = \frac{1}{n} \sum [((f \oplus B_i) - (f \ominus B_{i-1})) \ominus B_{i-1}]$$

(4-2)

Second approach uses the combined image introduced in section 3.2.1 as input image. The combined image is processed for noise reduction. In the following figure, it describes the process of noise reduction for one spot at a time.
In the figure 4-5, segmentation result for watershed transformation is shown.

![Figure 4-5 Watershed segmentation result](image)

According to classical paradigm of morphological segmentation [22] (Beucher, 1999), the algorithm for segmenting the spot is as follows:
**Morphological Segmentation Procedure:**

1) Define the gradient function to be flooded using multi-scale gradient operator introduced above, referring to equation (4-2).

2) Obtain two markers:
   - The outer markers are the filled borders of the bounding box of spot, first row and column, and last row and column, denoted by \( omk \).
   - For the inner markers, denoted by \( imk \), we propose an algorithm. The procedure for each spot \( i \) is the following:
     a. Applied Otsu's threshold method to spot \( i \), which chooses the threshold to minimize the intraclass variance of the thresholded black and white pixels.
     b. Calculate number of ones in the binary image which is obtained from step above. Put them in an array named \( N(i) \), which \( i \) is the index for the spot and \( N \) is the number of ones in the binary image-bounding box of spot \( i \).
     c. The total number of ones inside this bounding box of spot \( i \)
        - \( N(i) = 0 \): The spot \( i \) is classified as absent spot and no marker inner is assigned for foreground.
        - \( N(i) = 1 \): The spot \( i \) is classified as clear spot and the inner marker is defined where \( '1' \) appears.
        - \( N(i) > 1 \): The spot \( i \) is classified as vague spot. Shrink the binary image to point with one \( '1' \). The inner marker is defined at this point.

3) Construction of watershed line for \( g^+(f^+) \) associated to inner and outer markers of the spot-bounding box is:
   \[ WshedLine = Watershed(g, imk, emk) \]
   where \( WshedLine \) is the line boundary of each spot.

### 4.4 Comparison of two segmentation methods

In this section, brief comparison of two segmentation methods, watershed segmentation and canny filter is given.

First, we will give some advantages for canny filter. Figure 4-6 shows the segmentation results using watershed and canny filter for one spot. For further compassion, you can refer to figure 4-3 for canny edge result and figure 4-5 for watershed segmentation applied on the first Subgrid of the image. Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 shows results for one subgrid using watershed and canny filter. As we probably notice that, the shape obtained using canny filter is much circular than that obtained using watershed. Circularity is one criterion used to evaluate the quality of segmentation results. Another thing for canny filter is that computation complexity is much lower than that of watershed transformation. According to experiment, the time that Canny edge detection cost to process one subgrid is roughly five seconds while watershed segmentation took roughly one minutes 35 seconds to finish the same subgrid. This is because we feed the whole subgrid image to the canny filter.
and in the end we get all the results for one sub-grid. However, for watershed segmentation, we have to iterate each spot to apply watershed, which increase computation complexity.

![Result of Watershed segmentation](image1.png) ![result of Canny Filter](image2.png)

**Figure 4-6 Comparison of two segmentation methods' result**

However, except those advantages of canny filter. We have one important problem that needs to be paid attention, and that is tuning of two threshold values of canny filter, referring to section 2.3.4. Several tests on the selection of two threshold values of canny filter were performed. One result for two threshold values is:

1. The higher threshold value is $T_{\text{high}} \approx 0.931$.
2. The lower threshold value is $T_{\text{low}} = 0.453$

You probably notice that the precision of two threshold values reaches to three digits after decimal. Furthermore, for different sub-grid image, user has to manually adjust these two threshold values until the optimum one is found. This requires lots of manual work, which is not recommended at all. So according to analysis, canny filter method is not chosen as final segmentation method.
5. Background correction

The motivation for background correction is the belief that a spot’s measured intensity includes a contribution especially due to the hybridization of the target to the probe, for example, various kinds of noises. In order to obtain an estimate of the true spot intensity it is almost universal to subtract the background estimate from the foreground estimate.

This chapter will introduce background correction and estimation methods implemented in this thesis. Section 5.1 gives an overview of existing background estimation methods. Section 5.2 introduces several important image analysis techniques that will be used in background correction methods. Section 5.3 introduces six background correction and estimation methods.

5.1 Overview of background correction methods

After detecting the location, size, shape of each spot using watershed segmentation, we thus need to calculate foreground and background intensities, and possibly spot quality measures.

We define the foreground intensity as the mean or median of pixel values within the segmented spot mask, which is also used by most Microarray analysis packages. However, more various methods exist in the choice of background correction and estimation methods. Basically, background methods can be classified into four categories and they are:

- **Local background**
- **Morphological opening**
- **Constant background**
- **No Adjustment**

**Local background**

One choice for the local background is to consider all pixels that are outside the spot mask but within the bounding box centered at the spot center. Such a method is implemented by *ScanAlyze* [23]. This is represented as the blue rectangular in Figure 5-1. The median of values in selected regions surrounding the spot mask is then used as an estimation of local background intensity (*GenePix*, *ScanAlyze*, *QuantArray*). However, because this method takes into consideration the boundary pixels immediately surrounding the spots edges, the background estimate is more sensitive to the performance of the segmentation procedure.

One of the background adjustment methods implemented in *QuantArray* [25] considers the area between two concentric circles, such as the green circles in Figure 5-1. By not considering the pixels immediately surrounding the spots, the background estimate is less sensitive to the performance of the segmentation.
Spot \cite{27} considers the four pink diamond-shaped areas in Figure 5-1(A). These pink regions are referred to as the valleys of the array and have the furthest distance from all four surrounding spots. The local background for each spot can be estimated by the median of values from the four surrounding valleys. The advantage of this method is somewhat independent of the segmentation results. Using valley pixels, which are very distant from all spots, ensures to a large degree that the background estimate is not corrupted by pixels belonging to a spot or a spot boundary. Such corruption by bright pixels may occur in the other methods.

![Figure 5-1 Illustration of different background correction methods\cite{26}](image)

**Morphological operators**

Our preferred approach to background correction relies on non-linear filter called morphological filters such as opening, erosion, dilation and rank filters. See Soille\cite{29} for a detailed description. These methods will be introduced in details in section 5.3.

**Constant background**

This method subtracts a constant background for all spots on the slide. This is a global method, which subtracts a constant background for all spots on the slide. However, constant background correction method ignores the variability of background estimates among individual spots, which will yield incorrect signal estimates.

**No adjustment**

We consider the possibility of no background adjustment at all.
5.2 Morphological operators

This section gives definitions and important properties of rank filter and quantile filter \([28]\), which will be used for background correction.

**Rank filters**

A gray-scale image can be represented by the image function: \( f : D_f \to T_f \), with domains \( D_f \subset \mathbb{Z}^2 \), and \( T_f \subset \mathbb{R} \) or \( T_f \subset \mathbb{Z} \) depending on if the gray levels are continuous or discrete, respectively. That is, \( f(x) \) is equal to the gray level at position \( x = (i,j) \). Let \( B \) be a compact subset of \( \mathbb{Z} \) that is symmetric with respect to its origin. A rank filter \( \zeta_{B,k}(f) \) of order \( k \) using a structuring element \( B \) positioned at pixel \( x \) and operating on \( f \) is defined by

\[
(\zeta_{B,k}(f))(x) = \text{rank}_k\{f(x-x_{B})|x-x_{B} \in D_f,x_{B} \in B\}, \quad (5-1)
\]

Where \( \text{rank}_k(x) \) equals the \( k^{th} \) element of a \( x \) sorted in ascending order. It holds that

\[
\zeta_{B,1} < \zeta_{B,2} < \ldots \ldots < \zeta_{B,n}, \quad (5-2)
\]

Where \( n = \text{cardinal}(B) \) equal the number of pixel inside \( B \) that is the size of the filter mask.

**Quantile filters**

A special case of rank filtering is obtained if rank is defined as a fraction of the number of pixels inside the structuring element. This is called a quantile filter and is denoted \( \zeta_{B,\{q\}} \) where the rank is defined by

\[
\{q\} = \begin{cases} 
\lfloor \text{cardinal}(B)\times q + 1 \rfloor, & 0 < q < 1 \\
\text{cardinal}(B), & q = 1 
\end{cases} \quad (5-3)
\]

with \( \lfloor x \rfloor \) equals to the greatest integer less than or equal to \( x \).

5.3 Our approaches of background correction

This section discusses background correction methods that were implemented in this thesis. Detailed comparison of those background correction methods will be given in chapter 6 data analysis.

**Constant background**

This constant background chose the 5\(^{th}\) percentile of the whole image intensity values in ascending order as background estimate for all spots on the slide.

**Local background**
There are two local background methods implemented in this thesis. One method is four squares, which is adopted from *four valleys* [26]. This method uses four red squares with side length 3x3 starting from each vertex of spot rectangular box shown in figure 5-1 (B).

Another local background correction method considers as background estimates all pixels that are not within spot mask but are within a square centered at the spot center. This region is represented by region within blue dotted square and red circle shown in figure 5-1 (A). Median value of pixels intensities within this region is used as background estimate.

**Morphological operators**

In this category, three different morphological operators are used to estimate local background and they are opening combined with small dilation, dilation-erosion-dilation, rank filter combined with quantile filter.

*Morphological opening* preceded by small dilation with square structuring element of size 3x3 is applied to the original images $R$ and $G$ using a rectangular structuring element with side length at least two and half times as large as spot separation distance, which is the distance between the centers of adjacent spots in a column or in a row; This method consists of the following steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Morphological opening followed by small dilation:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Dilation:</strong> $\delta_B$, $B$ is square structuring element with side length equal to three.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Opening:</strong> $\gamma_B$, $B$ is rectangle-structuring element with height equal to two times and a half of vertical spot separating distance and width equal to two times and a half of horizontal spot separating distance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Median value of result background for each spot is taken as background estimate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This operation removes all the spots and generates an image, which is an estimate of the background for the entire slide. For individual spots, the median value is taken as background estimate for each individual spot.

Morphological opening results in lower background estimates than other simpler methods. More importantly, morphological background estimation is expected to be less variable than the other methods, because spot background estimates are based on pixel values in a large local window, and yet are not corrupted by brighter pixels belonging to the edge of spot signal.
The background trend using opening filter is shown in figure 5-2. Background intensity in Red channel is larger than that of green channel. This rule applies to the rest background correction methods. For more details, please refer to Yang’s paper [26].

![Figure 5-2 Background trend after Opening correction](image)

**Figure 5-2 Background trend after Opening correction**

Morphological dilation-erosion-dilation, refer to `morph.close.open` is used as background correction method in software such as SPOT, consisting of the following three steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphological dilation-erosion-dilation background correction:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) <strong>Dilation</strong>: ( \delta_{B'} ), ( B ) is circular structuring element with radius equal to 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) <strong>Erosion</strong>: ( \varepsilon_{B'} ), ( B' ) is rectangular structuring element with side length equal to two times and a half (denoted by ( k_{scale} )) as large as spot separation distance minus 2 pixels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_{B'} = \varepsilon(k_{scale}(s_r - 2) \times k_{scale}(s_c - 2)) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) <strong>Dilation</strong>: ( \delta_{B'} ), ( B' ) is rectangular structuring element with side length equal to two times and a half as large as spot separation distance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_{B'} = \delta(k_{scale}s_r \times k_{scale}s_c) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first dilation step is necessary to achieve a final estimate in level with mean background [30]. The size of this structuring element should be small enough to ensure that it is possible to place at least some dilation elements containing only background pixel inside the larger structuring element used in the erosion.

The erosion step removes all foreground spots as well as all other pixels brighter than background. To ensure that all spots are removed, the structuring element of
erosion must be larger than the size of any of the spots. Furthermore, the size of structuring element should be larger enough to contain approximately the same number of background pixels independently no matter if it is centered over a spot or between spots.

The last dilation step is used to narrow the estimate after the erosion, cf. opening and closing.

Quantile filter preceded by a rank filter to get

\[ \gamma_{B,(q)} \mathbb{S}_{b,k} \]

rank filter \( \mathbb{S}_{b,k} \) is applied with structuring element 3x3 square, \( k \) is seven, which is similar to dilation. Second quantile filter is applied with \( \{q\} = 0.08 \) and \( B \) is the same structuring element as the opening \( B \). Figure 5-4 shows the background trend after applying rank and quantile filter. Compared to Figure 5-2 and figure 5-3, Figure 5-4 doesn’t have artifacts caused by shape of structuring element. We use square structuring element in opening filter and dilation-erosion-dilation, shape of square in resulting background can be clearly observed.

(A) Red Channel     (B) Green channel

Figure 5-3 Background trend after Dilation-Erosion-Dilation correction
5.4 Background estimates analysis

In this section, we will show background estimates results.

**Spatial trend**

The following figure shows the estimated background on images from both channels for the first subgrid. A spatial trend of the background intensity is clearly visible, and the pattern of this trend is different in the red and green channel. Usually background intensity of red channel is higher than that of green channel. The background intensity trend of other subgrids is similar.

**Pixel distribution**

Another property of background pixels is that their distributions are different in the two channels.
Figure 5-5 Histogram of Red Channel Background Estimates using Quantile Filter

Figure 5-6 Histogram of Green Channel Background Estimates using Quantile Filter

Among those different background correction methods, morphological background correction results in smaller background estimates than another three methods. Furthermore, it is less variable than other methods. It is claimed that quantile filter has variability 3 times lower than morphological operators such as opening. It was examined that morphological opening has a mean bias between -47 and -248 compared to a bias between 2 and -2 for the rank filter [28]. Furthermore, from the figures above, quantile filter preceded by small rank filter yield smooth background compared to other two morphological methods. Detailed data comparison will be given in chapter 6.
However, accuracy of these morphological methods depends heavily on the size of structuring element. Detailed data analysis and comparison among those background correction results will be given in chapter 6.

**Structuring element**

From figure 5-2 and 5-3, artifacts can be easily observed using morphological operators. Squares are shown in the background due to the shape of structuring element used. If we use circle structuring element with radius equal to two times separating distances between spots, the result background is shown in figure 5-6:

![Structuring element](image)

\(\text{(A) Square structuring element} \quad \text{(B) Circular structuring element}\)

**Figure 5-7 Background correction using different shapes of structuring element**

As you can see from above figure, no matter what kind of shapes of the structuring element used, artifacts cannot be avoided. However, rank filter and quantile filter don’t have such artifacts on the background.
6. Data Analysis

In this chapter, data obtained using various image processing methods will be analyzed. Performance between different background correction methods and overall performance between method used in this thesis and Genepix will be given in details.

Two Microarray images provided by Leiden University biology department have been investigated in this thesis, which use Zebrafish. These images, which were obtained, using different wavelength, have the same identical layout with 12x4 print-tip groups, each containing 19x19 spots, making total of 17328 spots per slide. The slides are replicates of each other such that the same gene is found at the same row and column.

6.1 Data Preprocessing

Underlying every microarray experiment is an experimental question that one would like to address. Finding useful and satisfactory answers relies on careful experiment design, optimal image processing and data retrieval method and the use of a variety of data-mining tools to explore the relationships between genes or reveal patterns of expression. Microarray data normalization and transformation becomes an indispensable task to make meaningful comparison of expression levels, and of transforming them to select genes for further analysis and data mining.

In this section, brief introduction will be given to Microarray data filtering and normalization.

6.1.1 Data transformation and filtering

In a spotted cDNA microarray experiment, a mixture of two cDNA samples that are differentially labeled with fluorescent dyes is hybridized to DNA sequences immobilized on a glass slide. Sequences from two targets hybridize to the complimentary probe sequences. The observed fluorescent signals at each spot are correlated with mRNA concentrations in the RNA samples from which cDNA targets were reverse-transcribed. The ratio of the two fluorescent signals at each spot is commonly used to infer the ratio of the mRNA concentrations in the two RNA samples. However, the ratio of the fluorescent signals is influenced by systematic effects from non-biological sources that can introduce biases and should be removed before calculating the relative levels of gene expression.

The process of removing such systematic effect is often referred to as normalization. Actually this process can further be divided into three steps: background correction, data transformation, and data normalization. Five background correction algorithms have been implemented, refer to chapter 5. Data transformation is applied to one microarray at a time to remove systematic effects from log-ratios. Normalization is the step to calibrate the signals from different channels and arrays to a comparable scale. A variety of data normalization
approaches have been proposed. Global normalization is implemented in this thesis and it will be discussed in the next section.

It has been demonstrated that the variance of log ratios also depends on signal intensity (Rocke and Durbin, 2001). When raw data are considered, variation increases when spot intensity increases. In this thesis, we applied log-transformation to the raw ratios of data from two channels. When log-transformation is applied to raw data, the variance is usually stable above certain intensity.

Before going into detailed data analysis, data filtering is performed in order to remove unwanted or misleading signals in retrieved data set, which can affect the accuracy of the result.

In total, there are mainly three kinds of bad signals, and they are:

- Spot with very high foreground intensity values or negative foreground intensity values without background correction. These bad signals are mainly caused by noise such as electronic noise. Although many studies have offered insight on noise reduction in DNA microarrays, there are still certain kinds of noise, which can not be removed completely. In the image we used, there is no spot with negative foreground intensity and 440 spots with foreground intensity values higher than 10000, among 17328 spots on the red channel image.

- Spot with background intensities exceeding foreground intensities. This is caused by different background correction methods. Comparison between different background correction methods in terms of negative spot signals is given in section 6.3.

- Absent spots. The spot is too weak to be detected by certain segmentation methods. Thus spot signal is missing. It can be improved through segmentation methods we chose. There are only 152 spots missing among 17328 spots on the red channel image by watershed segmentation used in the implementation.

The signals with features introduced above should be removed from the data set before further analysis.

### 6.1.2 Data Normalization

There are many sources of systematic variation in microarray experiments, which affect gene expression levels. Normalization is the process of removing such variation, e.g. for differences in labeling efficiency between two fluorescent dyes. In this case, a constant adjustment is commonly used to force the distribution of the log-ratios to have a median of zero for each slide [32]. The purpose of normalization is to balance the fluorescence intensities of the two dyes (green Cy3 and red Cy5 dye) as well as to allow the comparison of expression levels across experiments. Global normalization of log-ratios is used in the implementation.
Write R and G for the background corrected red and green intensities for each spot. Normalization is usually applied to the log-ratios of expression, which will be written \( M = \log_2 R - \log_2 G \). The log-intensity of each spot will be denoted by \( A = (\log_2 R + \log_2 G) / 2 \), a measure of the overall brightness of the spot (The letter M is a mnemonic for minus while A is a mnemonic for add)\(^{[33]}\).

Global normalization assumes that the red and green intensities are related by a constant factor. That is, \( R = k \cdot G \), and in practice, the center of the distribution of log-ratios is shifted to zero:

\[
\log_2 R / G \rightarrow \log_2 R / G - c = \log_2 (R / (k \cdot G)) \tag{6-1}
\]

A common choice for the location parameter \( c = \log_2 k \) is the median or mean of the log-intensity ratios for a particular gene set.

Two MA plots are shown in Figure 6-1. Figure 6-1(A) shows MA plot without normalization and (B) is the MA plot after applying global normalization to M values. Black bold lines are trend lines for two MA plots. As you can observe from the figure, trend line of the MA plot without normalization shows curvature; however trend line of MA plot with global normalization is almost parallel to the x axis because normalization removes curvature. Another different between these two MA plots is that M values of second plot center around the x axis, which means that the center of the distribution of log-ratios is shifted to zero. Without normalization, the log-ratios center around 1 in Figure 6-1(A) indicating a bias towards the green channel (Cy3 dye). Furthermore, global normalization reduces the spread of the log-ratios.

![Image of MA plots showing different trend lines with or without normalization method](image-url)
Global normalization methods are still the most widely used methods. However such global normalization approaches are not adequate in situations where dye biases can depend on spot overall intensity and location on the array (print-tip). In the Figure 6-1 (B), the correlation between M and A is 0.0005, which shows little dependence of M on spot intensity).

There are other normalization methods such as paired-slides normalization, multiple slide normalization etc, which can reduce the spread of log-ratios more efficiently, and thus reduce dye biases. For details, please refer to Yee Hwa Yang [32].

6.2 General Data analysis
In this section, we will analyze the data obtained through methods, which were introduced in previous chapters.

Figure 6-2 shows boxplot of foreground intensities without background correction among first 12 subgrids in Cy5 dye slide. From the figure, you can see the foreground intensities distribution.

The box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values. The whiskers are dotted lines extending from each end of the box to show the extent of the rest of the data. Outliers, depicted by ‘+’ symbol are data with intensities beyond the ends of the whiskers. The bold line inside each box represents a robust estimate of the uncertainty about the medians for box-to-box comparison. As you can observe from the box plot as well, there are many spots whose intensity values are higher than 10000, which are caused by noise. The line inside each box represents a robust estimate of the uncertainty about the medians for block-to-block comparison.

As you can see from the figure 6-2, there are spots with much higher intensity than it should be. The scale of Y-axis is $10^4$ in figure 6-2, and foreground intensity values for red channel range from 0 to 65238. This proves that the image is severely contaminated by some kind of noise, especially electronic noise that causes much brighter pixel intensity. Current noise reduction method is not powerful enough to get rid of such kind of noise. However, this will cause inaccurate data results in data analysis stage. So pixels with intensity values higher 10000 are considered as contaminated spots, which can’t be recovered and thus are discarded.

In Figure 6-3, spots with very high foreground intensities are filtered out and you can take a close look at different foreground intensities distribution among 12 blocks.
Figure 6-2 Red channel boxplot of foreground intensities among first 12 Blocks

Figure 6-3 Red channel boxplot of foreground intensities among first 12 Blocks

Figure 6-4 shows the red and green channel foreground intensity distributions for whole image. From the figure, the robust estimate-line inside notch of red channel images is higher than that of green channel. Two lines inside notches are both centered on the box, which means no skewness occurring in both channels images.
Circularity of spot is very complicated to calculate in this case because there is no accurate way to get perimeter and area of the spot except in the way that number of pixels in segmented foreground is used as area and number of pixels in the segmented boundary pixels is denoted by perimeter. However, it is not accurate enough to measure the perimeter and area in such a manner, which ignores the actual length in terms of measurement unit for each pixels of interest. In order to calculate the length of perimeter, we have to know the angle between two adjacent pixels as depicted in Figure 6-5, and thus Length L1 can be know according to angle between these two adjacent pixels. This is very computational intensive.

In this thesis, two ways of circularity calculation are used. They are:

1) Method 1: Number of pixels in foreground after segmentation is used as area and number of pixels in boundary after segmentation is used as perimeter.
2) Method 2: Variance of the distance of each boundary pixels to the centroid of the spot.

In Figure 6-6 (A), circularity histogram using first calculation method is depicted. Circularity of most spots ranges from 0.5 to 0.9. Circle has highest circularity, which is 1. There are 197 spots among 17328 spots with circularity less than 0.5. This test result shows that watershed segmentation implemented in this thesis yield good result in terms of circularity of the spots. However, due to inaccurate way of circularity calculation, there are several spots with circularity higher than one. This should not happen because circle has the highest circularity value, which is 1. It is hard to explain in this way what it means by circularity higher than the circle.

![Circularity Histogram](image1.png)

(A) Method 1

![Circularity Histogram](image2.png)

(B) Method 2

Figure 6-6 Circularity Distribution

Figure 6-6 (B) shows the circularity histogram using second method. Distance of each boundary pixel to the centroid of the spot is calculated and variance of the distance is used as circularity estimate based on metric above ranging from 0 to 100. Circle has the highest circularity 100. From Figure 6-6 (A) and (B), the shape of the circularity histogram is very similar.

Correlation between different estimates

Commonly, when the signal level increases, the variance increases proportionally. A direct consequence of this is that the variance of the background will not be constant but will follow the spatial trend. This is demonstrated in Figure 6-7, where the standard deviation of the background pixels is plotted against the background intensity.
Figure 6-7 Correlation between Standard deviation and its background estimates using Quantile filter for red channel

The estimated background is highly correlated with the weakest spots, which have low foreground intensity value, see Figure 6-8. X-axis is Foreground intensity value and Y-axis is background intensity in the Figure 6-8. Correlation factor for red channel is $R^2 = 0.0968$ and $R^2 = 0.1704$ for green channel.
Figure 6-8 Correlation between Foreground Intensity and Background Intensity using Quantile Filter

Figure 6-9 Correlation between Log-ratios and corrected foreground intensity
Figure 6-9 shows correlation between log-ratios and corrected foreground intensities. Figure 6-9 (A) shows the correlation between original log-ratios and foreground intensities. The black line is the trend line. From this figure, log-ratios increases when foreground intensities increase, which leads to large variance of log-ratios due to some pixels with very high intensity values. However, this is not the case in correlation between normalized log-ratios and foreground intensities in figure (B). The black trend line is almost horizontal to the x-axis. Log-ratios don’t increase as foreground intensities increase. From correlation factor, you can see this difference as well. Correlation factor for original log-ratios is 0.2276, which is much higher than that of normalized log-ratios, 0.00005. Thus, normalization has great impact on the accurate of following data analysis steps.

6.3 Comparison of different background correction methods

Experiments by Yang et [26] shows that different background adjustment methods have significant impart on the log ratio values subsequently obtained. However, there is no known criterion to measure which approach is absolutely more accurate than the others.

Figure 6-10 shows background intensities using seven background corrections. As you can observe from the figure clearly, except background intensity using constant values, background intensity using morphological operator is lower than those of other background correction methods. Taking median values of background mask yields highest intensity value among all correction methods. In conclusion, morphological background correction tends to generate lower intensity than other methods, and thus number of spots with negative foreground estimates will be reduced as well.

Figure 6-10 Comparison of Red channel background intensity using seven correction methods
Let's see the standard deviation of background intensity values using those seven background correction methods.

Figure 6-11 Comparison of Red Channel Background Standard Deviation using Seven Correction Methods

From figure 6-11, median values of background mask as background estimates and median values of four valleys yield highest standard deviation of background intensity. However, background correction methods using morphological operator have lower standard deviation. This figure shows that morphological background correction methods have smaller variability of background estimates.

From table 6-1, mean standard deviation of background estimates using different correction methods is calculated. Median and Four valley correction methods produce much higher approximately 100 times than morphological filter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Four valley</th>
<th>Opening</th>
<th>Dilation</th>
<th>Quantile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean SD</td>
<td>261.0588</td>
<td>135.0321</td>
<td>3.3627</td>
<td>2.6779</td>
<td>3.7687</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-1 Mean standard deviation of background estimates using different methods

**Negative background corrected spots**

There are four background estimates in red channel and one background estimate in green channel that exceed the foreground estimates using Quantile Filter, which is quite reasonable. Constant background correction method uses 5% of the pixels intensity within each block as background estimates and this method has only one negative background corrected spot, which means the percentile we chose in this thesis might be a little bit lower.
In conclusion, from Table 6-2, the number of negative background corrected spots is less than expected considering the biological layout of the experiment. Cross hybridization and other unspecific binding of RNA to the spots may add to the signals [31]. However, four valleys and Median background Correction methods have more number of negative background corrected spots among 17328 spots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background Correction Methods</th>
<th>Number of negative corrected spots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Red  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green  0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four valleys</td>
<td>Red  49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green  23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Red  34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green  23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilation-Erosion-Dilation</td>
<td>Red  0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green  0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening Filter</td>
<td>Red  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantile Filter</td>
<td>Red  4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green  1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-2 Negative background corrected spots using different background correction methods

This data from Table 6-2 shows that not only they have less variability than other methods, but also morphological filter generate lower background estimates, which can reduce the number of negative background, corrected spots.
7. Conclusion and future work

This study is motivated by the development of a Microarray experiment analysis tool. Existing tools such as SPOT, GENEPIX, QUANTARRAY, aimed at supporting all the stages of a microarray experiment from image processing to data analysis. These tools include various gridding, segmentation and data extraction/analysis methods. However, there are still some issues, which need to find a better solution in order to achieve more accurate data without too much human intervention. For example, Genepix tool can’t deal with noisy image efficiently in gridding stage, and it requires user to adjust manually the gridding lines. This study focuses on seeking an automatic microarray image quantification method while data quality is still guaranteed.

We present a new automatic gridding method based on the Fourier transformation without human intervention. Usually, existing software tools require frequent human intervention to get accurate result. In this thesis, the gridding method is fully automatic on the eight test images. The advantage of this gridding algorithm among others is that it leaves much space for the choice of some critical parameters while accuracy of the subgrid finding result is still guaranteed. However, we use different methods to find spot lines, which, unlike finding the subgrids, turn out to require user intervention on some highly contaminated blocks. The biggest drawback of all the universal gridding algorithms is that either they require user adjustment, which cost effort or they don’t give enough freedom to choose some of the critical parameters, which have great impact on the gridding result. Both are important factors to be focused on future work.

However, to design such a method is time consuming. This step is critical for the following data extraction and data analysis steps. Thus a better solution than using image processing method to obtain grid and spot lines might be put into practice. Something can be done in the arrayer or print-tip before it is used to form a microarray image. For example, grids and spots lines can be dyed with special fluorescence dye in order to distinguish them from different genes of the DNA, which will be put on the arrayer. By doing this, it saves cost in the gridding step and thus more time can be saved for other important microarray image analysis steps.

In the segmentation phase, we examined the watershed segmentation technique. We did obtain satisfactory results with our proposed method. However, the choice of seed is critical and can lead to very different segmentation results. Future improvement of the choice of the seed is needed. The best seed choice is target dependent. Furthermore, tradeoff between computation complexity and choice of input image to the segmentation step is also important. If we use two images as input images to obtain masks, the computation cost is too high. Thus we use one image as input. A transformation could be applied to the original image so that segmentation will not include foreground pixels into background pixels and vice versa. Several experiments of transforming original images are performed, such as taking the highest intensity values between two images from red and green channel
to form the image as input to the segmentation step. We choose the method, which is introduced by Yang [26] because we compared different ways of forming a segmentation method and Yang’s method is the optimal one in terms of accuracy and computational complexity.

The motivation behind background adjustment is the belief that a spot’s measured intensity includes a contribution not specifically due to the hybridization of the target to the probe, but to something else, for example, non-specific hybridization and other chemicals on the glass. In this thesis, we implemented six background correction methods and comparison among those methods is performed. Our comparison of different methods for estimating such undesired contribution suggests that morphological operators provides a better estimate of background than other methods in terms of variability of background estimates and the number of negative corrected background spots. One of the main findings of our study is that the choice of background correction method has a larger impact on the log-intensity ratios than the segmentation method. Thus, finding the best segmentation method was not the primary focus of the paper.
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